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Abstract
In document management systems it is desirable to pro-

vide content-based access to documents going beyond regu-
lar expression search in addition to access based on struc-
tural characteristics or associated attributes. We present a
new approach for coupling OODBMSs (Object Oriented
Database Management Systems) and IRSs (Information Re-
trieval Systems) that provides enhanced flexibility and func-
tionality as compared to coupling approaches reported from
the literature. Our approach allows to decide freely to
which document collections, that are used as retrieval con-
text, document objects belong, which text contents they pro-
vide for retrieval and how they derive their associated re-
trieval values, either directly from the retrieval machine or
from the values of related objects. Especially, we show how
in this approach different strategies can be applied to hier-
archically structured documents, possibly avoiding redun-
dancy and IRS or OODBMS peculiarities. Content-based
and structural queries can be freely combined within the
OODBMS query language.

1 Introduction

With the advent of information highways and digital li-
braries the issue of managing and accessing huge hyperme-
dia document bases becomes a core issue. Examples like the
MultiMedia Forum (MMF)  [Sül+94],  an interactive online
journal developed at GMD-IPSI, show that existing systems
cannot fully support the requirements of such applications.
The reader of such a journal may either access a document
by means of a particular issue’s table of content, by follow-
ing hypertext links, or by database queries, based upon cer-
tain characteristics, e.g., all travel reports. This is feasible
because MMF-documents are SGML documents (Standard
Generalized Markup Language, [Bry88]) conformant to a
proprietary document type definition. Database features are
mandatory: for instance, the editorial team may add or
modify documents or document components at any time.
With this information service, however, it would also be ad-
vantageous to allow for formulating information needs with

a certain degree of vagueness by accessing the textual and
multimedia contents of the documents.

1.1 IRS and OODBMS Features

State-of-the-art IRSs administer sets of independent
documents. We assume that an IRS document is a flat text (a
list of words). Each document set is called “collection”.
During the indexing process, the documents within an IRS-
collection are transformed to an internal representation
(e.g., inverted lists), which are stored in a file system. A
number of different approaches have been developed aim-
ing at the extraction of information from documents’ con-
tent. IRS-queries are given by terms (words) and are against
the IRS-documents within an IRS-collection. The result is a
set of documents that are likely to cover the information
need, often together with an IRS value which indicates the
supposed relevance of each IRS document. A central aspect
of IRSs is uncertainty of internal document representation,
query representation and the matching process during query
processing.

In contrast, OODBMS can store highly structured data.
Uncertainty is usually not considered. Important features
are persistence, concurrency control, recovery, and declara-
tive access (from the DBMS perspective); complex objects,
object identity, encapsulation, types and classes (including
inheritance), and extensibility (from the OO perspective)
([Atk+89]).

1.2 Requirements on a Hypermedia Document
System

From the analysis of applications the following proper-
ties can be derived, that ideally need to be supported by a
hypermedia document management system.

(1) Support for structured documents: Hypermedia docu-
ments may be structured hierarchically as well as by
means of arbitrary hypertext links. The document
structures must be freely definable and the underlying
system must support access according to these struc-
tures.
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(2) Support of full DBMS functionality.

(3) Support for content-oriented access: appropriate tech-
niques for accessing the textual and multimedia con-
tents must be supplied. Purely syntactical approaches,
like regular expression search in text documents, is not
sufficient. Rather, semantic concepts have to be consid-
ered.
Existing concepts for each of the three aspects can be

characterized as follows.  With regard to (1), document
standards like SGML [Bry88], HyTime, ODA etc. have
been developed. Many tools like editors, document man-
agement systems, viewers etc. are based on such standards
or document models that are comparable to such standards.
With regard to (2), the concepts of DBMSs have been devel-
oped for managing structured data in multi-user environ-
ments. With advanced DBMS systems like object-oriented
ones, it also becomes feasible to successfully manage com-
plex document structures within DBMSs [BAN94], such
that the aspects (1) and (2) can be covered simultaneously.

With regard to (3), the situation is somewhat different.
Concepts cannot be standardized to the same degree as for
the other two cases. The semantic interpretation of docu-
ment contents cannot be straightforwardly formalized, as it
is possible with document or data structures. Thus, many
fundamentally different approaches are possible for the in-
terpretation, i.e., information extraction, of textual docu-
ments. This situation becomes even more complicate when
multimedia contents, like pictures, audio or video, are con-
sidered. Therefore, an integrated architecture should allow
some flexibility with regard to the retrieval component(s)
used.

Combining the three basic requirements leads to a fur-
ther important property.

(4) Fully integrated usage of the functionalities: This is an
aspect that is related to data independency. The avail-
ability of the different functionalities must not lead to
unnatural restrictions  for the user on a logical level. On
the other hand, the full integration on the logical level
must not sacrifice an efficient implementation, i.e., on a
physical level, the system must exploit the particular
semantics of the data model and access operations for
improved processing.

1.3 Our Approach

The system we have developed takes as starting point
an existing application framework for managing SGML
resp. HyTime structured documents in an object-oriented
DBMS. The main task is the integration of an IR-compo-
nent with the OODBMS in such a way that it avoids the defi-
ciencies with regard to the integrated functionality of many
existing approaches. In particular, this requires a careful de-
sign of the interface between the IR component and the

OODBMS, which, on the one hand, does not restrict the
generality of the approach, but, on the other hand, is effi-
cient. In particular, the following properties are supported
by our approach:

• specification of arbitrary (potentially overlapping)
document collections that serve as context for content-
oriented retrieval queries.

• object-oriented access to text contents and relevance
values of objects, i.e., the text of each (document) ob-
ject can freely be specified and can return its associated
relevance value with regard to a query and a document
collection.

• provision of a mechanism to combine relevance values
that can be used to reduce redundant indexing in collec-
tions of hierachically structured documents.
Finally, we deal with the question how such a system

can be used to combine structure- and content-oriented re-
trieval within the OODBMS query language and how such
queries can be efficiently processed by the system. The ap-
proach can easily be extended to multimedia contents and
hypertext document structures.

In Section 2 related work is discussed. Section 3 de-
scribes the general architectural framework of our ap-
proach. The description of the coupling of the OODBMS
with an IR component is contained in Section 4. In Section 5
some indications on the generalization of the approach to
general hypermedia documents are provided. Conclusions
are in Section 6.

2 Related Work

With regard to related work, a very rough distinction
can be made: either an IRS is extended to additionally

obtain DBMS functionality or vice versa.

DBMS-Oriented Approaches. With early approaches
the relational model has been extended. In [DaD88] the data
model ESTRELLA is introduced. It is based on an object-
oriented extension of the relational DBMS Oracle.
The “Textual Object Management System” TOMS
[DWL92] requires conformance of the full text to a gram-
mar. During query processing, the text is parsed and an in-
dex is created. The index can be restricted to specific areas,
e.g., to chapters or sections. A similar approach is described
in [ACM93].

These approaches have in common that (1) full-text
queries are merely regular expressions, (2) results are com-
bined with boolean operators only, uncertainty is not con-
sidered, (3) granularity of the textual objects is high, (4) the
text itself is not within a database. The DBMS only manages
the structure.

IRS-Oriented Approaches. In [HeP93] so called seg-
ments are stored redundantly in addition to the documents.
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Thus, the hierarchy consists of exactly two levels. [HeP93]
and [Cal94] compare three methods of how to split a docu-
ment into segments: By splitting into equal-length pieces of
30 words, by relying on paragraphs identified by the au-
thors, or by extracting subtopics. Queries are evaluated for
the segments, the results are summed up to obtain results for
documents as a whole. [SAB93] give up the assumption that
complete documents should be retrieved by the IRS.
Instead, their system identifies relevant passages of any
length and granularity.
[Wil94] has addressed the problem of how to compute IRS
values for documents using only knowledge on their parts.
SPIDER [Sch93] is introduced as a combined DB/IRS-sys-
tem, but the database functionality does not yet level up to
state-of-the-art database technology. [CrT91] describes the
retrieval of complex hierarchical documents with the IRS
INQUERY, which is based on Bayesean inference net-
works. In this work, problems like integration with a com-
plex query language, e.g., integration with structural search
or query optimization, have not been considered in detail.

The IRS-oriented approaches have in common that
(1) uncertainty and user interaction are part of the frame-
work, (2) texts’ structure is not well considered.

Coupling Approaches. COINS [CST92] is the control
module for a coupling of INQUERY and the OODBMS
IRIS (cf. Figure 1). With that work, it becomes obvious that
expressiveness of queries depends on the capacity of the
control module. The database schema is a modeling of one
particular document type.
With HYDRA [GTZ93], INQUERY and the relational
DBMS SYBASE have been coupled. The query is split into
an SQL part for structure information and an extended SQL
part for full-text information. The first part is passed on to
SYBASE, the second part to INQUERY. INQUERY’s re-
sult, a set of IRS values and IDs, is stored in a temporal SY-
BASE table, which can be combined with the result of the
first part. In [GuN93], SYBASE is replaced by the
OODBMS VODAK.
[YaA94] have coupled the OODBMS OpenOODB and
TextMachine (TM). TM is a structured text-retrieval sys-
tem. Documents are only stored in TM, the DBMS just
knows the type of a document – and not the structure. Thus,
text elements do not have a representation in the database. A
basic assumption is that text objects may not be modified.
Further, TM does not support uncertainty.
The Extensible Class Library for Information Retrieval
(ECLAIR) [HaW92] provides OODBMS classes with re-
trieval capacities, which are implemented directly without

using an existing IRS. Problems occuring with hierachical-
ly structured documents are not addressed. Queries are sub-
mitted to an OODBMS class IRQuery, which addresses IRS
query functionality only.
[SAZ94] introduces problems with managing SGML docu-
ments with DBMSs. The authors optimize full text indexing
by compression. The objective is to reduce the overhead for
multiple indexes on the same data, but different document
levels, to about 30%.

Other relevant work has been conducted in the hyper-
text area. It is not sufficient to see a hypertext node as an in-
dependent unit for IR, because the basic assumption that
IRS documents are independent is violated. Thus, the link
structure must be taken into account [Fuh90, LuZ93].

3 General Architectural Issues of an
OODBMS-IRS-Coupling

Loose vs. Tight Coupling
Within a loose coupling the cooperating systems can

easily be identified. The systems are more independent
from each other (they can be used as stand alone systems),
there exists a small number of interface routines, and central
parts of the data are stored redundantly in both systems.
Data has to be interchanged between the systems. On the
other hand, with a tight coupling, data is shared between the
two systems. The individual components cannot be identi-
fied at first glance. Often one of the systems is completely
integrated within the second system and cannot be used as a
stand alone system. This is achieved by implementing and
adapting known algorithms within the integrating system in
an optimized way.

We have decided to use a loose coupling for the follow-
ing reasons: Each of the coupled systems can be exchanged
more easily, especially if the loose coupling relies as little as
possible on peculiarities of the components. Exchangeabili-
ty enables us to use any kind of retrieval system: e.g. bool-
ean retrieval systems, vector retrieval systems, and systems
based on probability. Another advantage of a loose coupling
is that it is less costly in development than a tight coupling.

Coordination of OODBMS and IRS
Coordination between the two systems is necessary in

order to evaluate mixed queries and to ensure consistency of
the data. In this context, we see the following three alterna-
tives:
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Figure 1: Different Architectures for a Loose Coupling
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(1) Coordination is accomplished by a third component,
which we call control module (see Figure 1). In principle,
OODBMS and IRS are equivalent. Examples for this archi-
tecture are COINS [CST92] and HYDRA [GTZ93]. At first
sight, this model seems to be the most flexible one. But we
see the following difficulties: (a) A separate component for
query processing has to be designed. The expressiveness of
the integrated system’s query language naturally depends
on the capacity of the control module. In case a user inter-
face is developed one has to pay attention that it be not ap-
plication specific. (b) To facilitate concurrency control for
the integrated system, a DBMS-like architecture would
have to be developed for the control module.
(2) The application does not communicate directly with the
DBMS, but only via the IRS. In this case, we say that the IRS
is the control component. With this approach there is again
the problem that the control component’s architecture is not
laid out for database functionality. Extending a convention-
al IRS would require major changes with regard to its archi-
tecture.
(3) The DBMS is the control component. The disadvantages
of the above approaches can be avoided by using this archi-
tecture. The decisive point is that modifying the kernel of
any of the existing systems is not necessary. Queries issued
by the application, also mixed queries, are expressed in the
database query language. Thus, query-processing mecha-
nisms, i.e., analyzing, evaluating and optimizing queries,
need not be altered. Formulating complex queries is easy
using the database query language. The coupling mecha-
nisms can be provided in a database schema that is, for ex-
ample, imported into the application schema. Other data-
base features likewise “are for free”.

The advantages of the third approach are so enormous
that the other alternatives will not be considered any more.

4 Developing a Loosely Coupled System

Based on the basic decision described in the previous

section, our approach is now described. As an example for
hierarchically structured documents we use SGML docu-
ments. An OODBMS schema is used that allows the repre-
sentation of arbitrary SGML documents. The storage of
SGML documents is described in Section 4.1. Additional
storage of data within the IRS is controlled by the applica-
tion.

In Section 4.2 we give a short description of the two
OODBMS classes COLLECTION and IRSObject by which
the coupling is realized:

4.1 Handling SGML Documents with
OODBMSs

At our institute a database application framework to ad-
minister structured documents has been realized based on
the OODBMS VODAK [ABH94, BAN94]. In the database,
documents are fragmented in accordance with their logical
structure, i.e., for each element (e.g. section, paragraph,
footnote) in a particular SGML document there essentially
is a corresponding database object. In other words, each
document corresponds to a tree of database objects. Its
leaves are the objects that actually contain the raw data, i.e.,
in most cases, the text. So-called element-type classes cor-
responding to the element-type definitions from the DTDs
contain elements of that particular type, i.e., the corre-
sponding database objects. An important feature of our da-
tabase application is the possibility to manage documents of
arbitrary types, i.e., not to be restricted to a rigid set of
SGML DTDs. Information on the insertion process of
DTDs and SGML documents is in [ABH94].

4.2 Interfaces of Coupling Classes

Instances of database class COLLECTION encapsulate
exactly one IRS collection (similar to [HaW92]).  The num-
ber of IRS collections in use is arbitrary. Each document
element is a subclass of database class IRSObject.
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indexObjects (specQuery: DBQuery, textMode: INT, ...):
BOOL
indexObjects evaluates the specification query specQuery. The
result is a set of IRSObjects. For each of these the method getText
(mode: INT): STRING is invoked. The results, in turn, are stored
in a file which is indexed by the IRS. To provide different represen-
tations of the same IRSObject in different collections, the parame-
ter textMode will be used to distinguish between them.

getIRSResult (IRSQuery: STRING):
||IRSObject ––> REAL||
The IRS query IRSQuery is passed on to the IRS. The result is
a dictionary: its keys are the IRSObjects of the text objects,
the values the IRS values as computed by the IRS. For both in-
tra- and inter-query optimization, the results of IRS calls are
buffered persistently in a dictionary of type ||STRING ––>
||IRSObjects ––> REAL|| ||. Its keys are IRS queries.

findIRSValue (IRSQuery: STRING, obj: IRSObject): REAL
The method returns the IRS value for the parameter object. If the ob-
ject is represented in the IRS collection, the IRS directly calculates
the value, otherwise deriveIRSValue (c: COLLECTION, IRS-
Query: STRING): REAL is invoked for obj.

Update methods
One out of three update methods – for insertions, modifica-
tions and deletions – has to be invoked whenever a relevant up-
date occurs.

getText (mode: INT): STRING
This method returns an object’s textual representation. The argu-
ment corresponds to the second parameter of method indexOb-
jects. To allow for different results of getText (mode: INT):
STRING for different IRS collections, the method is parameter-
ized.

deriveIRSValue (c: COLLECTION, IRSQuery: STRING,
...): REAL
This method is called whenever an object’s IRS value is required,
but the object is not represented in the IRS collection. To forward
the IRS query to other objects a reference to a COLLECTION
instance is needed. The method is invoked automatically if the tar-
get object’s representation is not in the collection.

getIRSValue(c: COLLECTION, IRSQuery: STRING):
REAL
This method returns the IRS value for the parameter query for
the target object. It takes two parameters: the document collec-
tion that serves as context for the evaluation of the retrieval
query expression and the retrieval query expression itself. In
essence, it merely consists of an invocation of the method
findIRSValue (IRSQuery: STRING, obj: IRSObject):
REAL for argument c. getIRSValue is available to ease the
formulation of queries (see Section 3.3). From another per-
spective, with this method each object knows its IRS value, in
accordance with the object paradigm.

Methods of Class COLLECTION

Methods of Class IRSObject

4.3 Mapping Database Objects to IRS Docu-
ments

Generally, an OODBMS stores database objects,
whereas most IRSs (e.g., INQUERY [CCH92]) store flat
documents. A relationship between the (database) objects
and the IRS documents has to be defined for the following
two purposes: we have to create IRS documents from the
DBMS data, and we have to analyse the result returned from
the IRS according to a content based IRS query. To simplify
this task, we restrict ourselves to the following relationship:
Each IRS document is assigned exactly one object. An ob-
ject can be assigned to more than one IRS document. The
benefit from this restriction is that the mapping of the IRS
result to objects is simple and can be implemented efficient-
ly by storing the according object identifier (OID) with each
IRS document. This is possible as most IRSs allow to ad-
minister some meta data with each IRS document.

The question discussed in the following is how to define
the granularity of IRS documents. Some possibilities are:

• Each SGML document becomes an IRS document. The
disadvantage is that this is a coarse granularity if the
documents are big. No information can be obtained
about the relevance of the documents elements, e.g.,
chapters or paragraphs.

• Each document element of a specified element type
(the instances of an element class) becomes an IRS doc-
ument. This approach is used in most known coupling
approaches, e.g., [CST92], [GTZ93].

• Each leaf node becomes an IRS document (finest gran-
ularity).

• One might want to have IRS documents of approxi-
mately the same size [Cal94].

• In some cases, one might wish to both enhance the re-
sult quality as well as to support the processing of cer-
tain query types. For instance, this might be accom-
plished by choosing a fine-grained granularity for doc-
uments or document components written by authors
which are referenced frequently.
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• An objective may be to keep update mechanisms sim-
ple (see Section 4.6).
One of our objectives is to provide each document ele-

ment with IR functionality. Problems occur with hierarchi-
cally structured documents. For illustrative purposes, con-
sider the following fragment of an MMF document:

<MMFDOC>
<LOGBOOK> ... </LOGBOOK>
<DOCTITLE>Telnet</DOCTITLE>
<ABSTRACT></ABSTRACT>
<PARA>Telnet is a protocol for ...</PARA>
<PARA>Telnet enables ...</PARA>

</MMFDOC>

Parts of this fragment are represented within the data-
base as follows:

MMFDOC1

PARA1 PARA2Paragraphs

MMF documents

Telnet is a protocol ... Telnet enables ...

...

First, suppose indexing is at the document-level, that is,
the complete text of each document becomes a separate IRS
document. Thus, content-based queries refering to individ-
ual paragraphs cannot be answered. This can be avoided by
additionally inserting the textual representation of each
paragraph into the IRS collection. Then, however, text is
stored redundantly.

4.3.1 Prinicple Solutions for Hierarchical Text
In case both redundancy shall be avoided and explicit

querying of small granules shall be facilitated, we see the
following alternatives:

(1) create an IRS document for each document element
(each DB object), but using a kind of abstract instead of
the complete subtext. This abstract can be user-defined
(e.g. an introduction of each chapter), or generated au-
tomatically (e.g, from the titles of all subobjects),

(2) using compression techniques [SAZ94], or taking ad-
vantage of IRS peculiarities (first approach in
[CST92]),

(3) inserting IRS documents into IRS collections on the fly
before query processing, and deleting them afterwards,

(4) computing IRS values based on known IRS values, e.g.,
of subobjects ([Wil94] et al).
(1) depends on the peculiarities of the documents (use-

ful abstracts given or not), (2) depends on peculiarities of
the IRS,  (3) is inefficient due to the fact that inserting and

deleting of IRS documents is costly. With ragard to (4), the
open issue is how to compute the IRS values of text objects
if only components’ IRS values are known. An answer must
be provided if an object not represented in an IRS collection
may be subject to a content-based query. If the paragraphs
are represented in the IRS collection, paragraphs’ IRS val-
ues have to be combined to derive MMF documents’ IRS
values. We discuss this problem in section 4.5.

4.3.2 Our Solution
At this point it should be clear that the mechanism

which defines the granularity of IRS documents has to be
very flexible. Within our approach, the granularity is layed
down by identifying the IRSObject instances which should
be represented as IRS documents through a “specification
query”, and an IRSObject method which returns the text that
is taken for its IRS document. The answer to both questions
determines the degree of text redundancy within the IRS
collection. Note that with this approach we can realize three
of the alternatives presented in 4.3.1, all except (2). Our fo-
cus is on (4).

Identifying Text Objects for IRS Handling. The
COLLECTION instance is told which objects (IRSObject
instances) should be represented in the IRS collection by
defining a specification query. The specification query is an
OODBMS query expression and thus is powerful enough to
specify any reasonable combination of objects. It is the ap-
plication’s task to create a document collection by manag-
ing a COLLECTION instance and providing the specifica-
tion query (see 4.2).

Selecting the objects whose textual representations
shall be in the collection essentially depends on the applica-
tion’s semantics, as discussed above in connection with IRS
document granularity. In our experiments we have used
documents conformant to the MMF DTD.

Which is an Object’s Textual Representation? Each
IRSObject instance provides the method getText. It is the ap-
plication programmer’s responsibility to implement this
method. In this way, arbitrary text fragments can be
associated to each database object. The method is invoked
by the COLLECTION instance when executing the indexOb-
jects() method to get the object’s textual representation for
the IRS collection. Within our SGML framework, by in-
specting the leaves of the subtree rooted at an element, get-
Text identifies its representation.

The indexObjects() method stores the text of each data-
base object together with the object’s OID as IRS docu-
ments. Figure 4 shows the resulting relationship of
COLLECTION instances and IRS collections as well as the
relationship of IRSObject instances and IRS documents
(Database classes are represented by ellipses, their
instances, depicted as dots, are connected to them with a
straight line):
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Figure 2: Modeling/Architecture Juxtaposition
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4.4 Examples of Mixed Queries

To illustrate the power of our coupling approach, we
give examples of mixed queries, which consist of both a da-
tabase and IR part. The main instrument to use content
based queries is the IRSObject method getIRSValue (as de-
scribed in section 4.2). As the query syntax of VODAK is
very similar to SQL, we do not describe it in detail. The ex-
amples are based on MMF documents. The collection coll-
Para denotes the OID of a paragraph-collection.

“Select all paragraphs and their length having an IRS
value greater than 0.6 according to ‘WWW’”:

ACCESS p, p –> length() FROM p IN PARA
WHERE p –> getIRSValue (collPara, ’WWW’) > 0.6;

“Select the title of each MMF document created in
1994 and containing a paragraph element relevant to
‘WWW’, immediately followed by one relevant to
‘NII’”:

ACCESS d –> getAttributeValue (’TITLE’),
FROM d IN MMFDOC, p1 IN PARA, p2 IN PARA
WHERE d –> getAttributeValue (’YEAR’) = ’1994’ AND

p1 –> getNext() == p2 AND
p1 –> getContaining (’MMFDOC’) == d AND
p1 –> getIRSValue (collPara, ’WWW’) > 0.4 AND
p2 –> getIRSValue (collPara, ’NII’) > 0.4;

4.5 Query Processing

In this section we describe how IRS queries are pro-
cessed within the database query. The main focus lies on
processing content-based queries for database objects
which are not represented in the IRS collection.The follow-

ing flow chart illustrates the processing initiated by calling
getIRSValue of an arbitrary IRSObject instance:

call IRSObject method getIRSValue(IRSQuery), which
should return the relevance of the object to a content-based
query: IRSObjectID–>getIRSValue(String IRSQuery)

COLLECTION–>findIRSValue(IRSQuery, IRSObjectID)

look up the value

return the value

is the IRS result to
the query buffered?

is the IRSObjectID
within the buffer?

force the object to derive its val-
ue: IRSObjectID–>deriveIRS-
Value(COLLECTION, IRS-
Query),
insert result into the buffer.

y

n

n

y

Figure 3: Processing Content Based Queries

COLLECTION–>getIRSRe-
sult(IRSQuery), buffer the result

The IRSObject method getIRSValue(IRSQuery) deter-
mines a COLLECTION instance if not given as an argument,
and calls the COLLECTION method findIRSValue(IRS-
Query, IRSObjectID). The COLLECTION handles the (exter-
nal) IRS collection by submitting IRS queries to IRS collec-
tions by calling getIRSResult(IRSQuery), which returns for
each relevant IRSObject its IRS value. Currently the IRS
writes the result to a file which is parsed afterwards to ex-
tract the OID-relevance value pairs. This mechanism can be
improved by using the API of an IRS. IRS results are buff-
ered to avoid IRS query processing for the same IRS query
for different IRSObject instances. If the desired OID is not
within the IRS result buffered, the IRSObject instance is
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forced to derive its value by calling deriveIRSVa-
lue(COLLECTION, IRSQuery), as it will be discussed below.

4.5.1 Choice of Collection Used for IRS Queries
An IRSObject may have different representations in dif-

ferent collections. When content-based queries on such ob-
jects are issued it must be decided which COLLECTION to
refer to. Therefore, the IRSObject method getIRSValue(IRS-
Query) needs to know a COLLECTION instance. This can be
achieved (1) by a “hard wired” OID within the method
body, (2) as an argument, or (3) as a sophisticated choice of
the IRSObject itself.

4.5.2 How to Derive IRS Values?
INQUERY, like most other IRSs, computes IRS values

for documents in an IRS collection. A problem occurs if the
user wants to evaluate an object whose representation is not
part of an IRS collection. In the following we look at the

problem for hierarchical documents. Thus, the issue is to
provide mechanisms for computing IRS values for objects
from its components’ values. Some researchers have ad-
dressed this problem  [Wil94, Cal94, CST92]. Some
suggestions are to compute the average or maximum of IRS
values of all components [CST92], or to take into consider-
ation the type of the parts, e.g., by weighting the types
[Wil94].

With our framework the computation is left open to the
application. The application programmer has to decide how
derived IRS values should be computed. This is achieved by
providing the IRSObjects’ method deriveIRSValue. We for
our part have run tests with an implementation of deriveIRS-
Value iterating through the elements components and deter-
mining the maximal IRS value.

Consider the MMF documents in Figure 6 together with
the relevances for the terms ‘WWW’ and ‘NII’:

Figure 4: Structure of Documents, together with Relevance of Elements for Certain Terms

M1 M2 M3

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8

relevant to ‘WWW’ only

relevant to ‘NII’ onlynot relevant to either ‘NII’ or ‘WWW’
relevant to both ‘WWW’ and ‘NII’

P9 P11

M4

P10Paragraphs
(IRS documents)

MMF Documents

Suppose that only paragraphs are represented in the
collection, that the terms ‘WWW’ and ‘NII’ are treated
equally by the IRS, and that the paragraphs are of equal
length. Consider the query “Select all MMF documents
which are relevant to ‘WWW’ and ‘NII’”. It cannot be di-
rectly answered by the IRS. When redirecting the query to
the paragraph IRS documents, the IRS will assign the high-
est value to P4, because this is the only IRS document rele-
vant to both terms. To answer the query for MMF docu-
ments, an intuitive solution may be to return the MMFDOC
objects containing the paragraphs relevant to both ‘WWW’
and ‘NII’. The answer will be document M2, although M3 is
relevant, too. Hence, good computation schemes combine
all components’ IRS values, not only highly ranked ones.

Further, with computation schemes such as maximum
or average, the query content is not taken into account:
MMF documents M3 and M4 both contain two ‘semi’-rele-
vant paragraphs. Their IRS values, however, should be dif-
ferent, because only M3 is relevant for both terms. Hence,
the information how relevant elements are to the subqueries
must be exploited. Hence, first of all, the subqueries need to

be identified. Finally, even this information in general is not
sufficient to provide a derivation scheme. INQUERY, for
example, takes into account the IRS documents’ length in
order to compute IRS values. Both the component’s and the
composite’s length would be arguments of the derivation
scheme. Naturally, there is a variety of other IRS-specific
parameters.

With a good derivation scheme, the IRS’s effectivity
might even be surpassed. Consider the following example:
First, assume that IRS documents are to be identified in
which a certain term is mentioned at one point. The scheme
should be different from the case that documents shall be
found in which the term is discussed at great length. Taking
such issues into account is future work.

4.5.3 Evaluating Mixed Queries
Consider a query that can be seen as a conjunction of

conditions with regard to the structure and to the content
The following evaluation alternatives are conceivable:

(1) The query portions are processed independently by the
corresponding system, and the results are combined
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(e.g., they would be intersected.). This is what we are
doing in the sample queries described in section 4.4,
which used the IRSObject method getIRSValue. With
this approach, restrictions on the search space by the
IRS cannot be used by the OODBMS.

(2) The IRS selects all IRS documents fulfilling the condi-
tions on the content. The structure conditions are only
verified for the text objects identified in this first step
(the opposite approach that the OODBMS restricts the
search space for the IRS is not feasible because most
IRSs can only search entire collections).
This approach is used in [GTZ93], [HaW92] and oth-
ers. With our coupling, this approach is also possible.
Instead of calling the IRSObject method getIRSValue,
the COLLECTION method getIRSResult(IRSQuery) can
be used for this purpose.

4.5.4 Optimizing the Evaluation of Mixed Queries
The objective to remain independent of the systems

used is difficult to combine with mixed queries’ optimiza-
tion. As the OODBMS is the control component the ap-
plication communicates with, all queries are expressions in
the database query language. On the other hand, IRS-opera-
tors can be duplicated as methods of the collection objects.
INQUERY’s AND-operator, to give an example, corre-
sponds to a method IRSOperatorAND in our implementa-
tion. Its parameters are results of IRS queries. Hence, it is
possible to calculate conjunction both in the IRS or the
OODBMS. Consider the case that the corresponding collec-
tion object already knows intermediate results because they
have been buffered as the result of previous query evalua-
tions. Then the second alternative is particularly appealing.

Prerequisites for the approach are on the one hand
method-based query-optimization features [AbF95], on the
other hand a precise knowledge of the IRS-operators’ se-
mantics, not only their interface (cf. [YaA94]). For INQUE-
RY, we have knowledge of half a dozen operators’ exact se-
mantics. We have implemented them as collection methods
to gather experience with optimization issues in this partic-
ular setting.

4.6 Propagating Updates

Main features of DBMSs are mechanisms to facilitate
updates of the data. With the OODBMS being the control
component updates need to be propagated to the IRS. The
point of propagation time can freely be chosen within the
following bounds: (1) After each database update the corre-
sponding IRS-index structures are updated.(2) After a query
is issued the index structures are updated before the query’s
evaluation.

The first alternative is costly if the number of updates is
high as compared to the number of information-need quer-

ies. With the second alternative, evaluation of mixed quer-
ies is slowed down, because, in general, IRS index struc-
tures have to be updated first. From another perspective, the
decision when to propagate may either be left to coupling or
to the application.

Our realization is as follows: it is the application that
invokes the propagation of updates. A good strategy might
be to detect low load periods of the system. If, however, an
information-need query is issued with update propagation
pending, propagation is enforced. Besides that, with some
operation sequences, operations cancel out each other’s ef-
fect. For instance, consider the deletion of a text object that
has just been generated. In our implementation, database
operations are recorded to avoid unnecessary update propa-
gations, i.e. rebuilding the IRS index structures even though
they will not change after all.

5 Applying the Coupling Approach to Non-
Textual Media Types

Although we have primarily addressed the problems of
hierarchically structured text, our coupling is not limited to
this specific field. A practicable approach to facilitate in-
formation retrieval from images or other multimedia data in
documents, for instance, is having the text fragments as IRS
documents that reference the image [CrT91, DuR93]. The
method getText for image objects would return exactly this
text. To give another example, consider a hypertext-docu-
ment type containing a binary link type implies. The text
corresponding to a node shall not only be the physical text of
the node. Rather, also the fragments within other nodes’ text
from which there exists an implies-link to that node shall
be in the corresponding IRS document. Again, getText
would identify this particular text. Moreover, deriveIRSVa-
lue can be used to calculate IRS values for hypertext nodes
which are not represented in the IRS collection, using the
link semantics.

6 Conclusions

This article is a contribution to the ongoing discussion how
the integrated functionality of OODBMSs and IRSs can be
achieved. An advantage of a loose coupling of existing sys-
tems is, among other issues, that there is no confinement to a
certain retrieval paradigm. Similarly, VODAK could easily
be replaced with another OODBMS meeting the require-
ments from [Atk+89]. We have described the non-trivial
problems occurring with the realization of such a coupling,
especially in the field of hierarchically structured docu-
ments. We discussed some solutions and showed that our
approach can be tailored to most of them. It is possible to
realize different solutions with the same framework in par-
allel and to compare the results which can be achieved. The
flexibility of our approach is achieved through (1) precise
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specification of DB objects which are represented in IRS
collections, (2) the possibility to determine the text used for
an objects representation within a collection, (getText meth-
od), and (3) the built-in consideration of deriving IRS val-
ues for objects from other IRS values of related, e.g. subob-
jects (deriveIRSValue method).

There are a variety of open issues. Application indepen-
dent facets are relevance feedback and uncertainty. An un-
solved problem is calculating the IRS values for objects us-
ing the values for their subobjects. With a good solution to
this problem redundant indexing of texts could be avoided.
It seems that such an approach depends on the retrieval par-
adigm the IRS-component is based on (passage retrieval as
introduced in [SAB93] seems to be an interesting candi-
date).

Finally, bringing together the different assumptions
(“Open World” vs. “Closed World”) is far from trivial.
Negation, for example, has a different meaning in both
worlds. The semantics of mixed queries including negation
remain to be examined, as well as efficient evaluation strat-
egies for such queries.
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